Microalgal diversity assessment of Laguna Lake (Philippines) tributaries using Next-Generation Sequencing for water quality
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Abstract. Santos JA, Mejia JA, Galarion MAJ, Vital P. 2023. Microalgal diversity assessment of Laguna Lake (Philippines) tributaries using Next-Generation Sequencing for water quality. Biodiversitas 24: 4636-4644. The species composition and density of microalgae have been successfully used as bioindicators of water quality as they respond quickly to any change in the water chemistry brought about by pollution. Laguna Lake in the Philippines, one of the country's most important hotspots for aquaculture, continues to be threatened by eutrophication, yet its microalgal profile has been understudied. The presence of microalgae, especially those identified to become causative agents of harmful algal blooms in lakes, can cause corresponding health effects in humans and the environment. This study determined microalgal diversity in samples from tributaries of Laguna Lake, Philippines, through 18S rRNA metagenomic sequencing or Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS). Out of the five sampling sites, only two sites passed the NGS quality control pipeline. Chlorella M.Bei japonica, dominated the eukaryotic microbial population in the Alabang-Cupang River sample, which is 95% of the total population. While in the Biihan River sample, relevant species found were Cyclotella scaldensis Maylaer & Sabbe, Teleaulax acuta (Butcher) Hill, Cryptomonas curvata Ehrenb., and Peridinium penardii (Lemm.) Bourr. This is the first study to use NGS to detect microalgae in Laguna Lake and warrants further elucidation of the microalgal population through increased sampling efforts in other recreational and livelihood hotspots. Furthermore, the study results open the importance of implementing new schemes for water quality assessments focused on molecular-based approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

Water has been conveyed as a feasible reservoir for pathogens and a transmission route. Human and animal pathogens and even potentially pathogenic bacteria and protozoa are released with wastewater into aquatic environments that cause water pollution. Water bodies in high-density urban areas, such as lakes, rivers, and even artificial fountains, play essential roles in providing recreational opportunities for people. Humans may be repeatedly exposed to water during recreational activities, and microbial pathogens in water might threaten public health (Cui et al. 2016).

Laguna Lake is the largest inland body of water in the Philippines, with an aggregate surface area of 900 km² and around 76,000 hectares, with an average highest elevation of 12.50 meters and an average lowest elevation of 10.50 meters. Around 100 rivers and streams drain into the lake, of which 22 are significant river systems. These tributary rivers are the Sta. Cruz River, the Balanan River, the Pagsanjan River, the Marikina River, the Mangangate River, the Tusanan River, the San Pedro River, the Molawin, Dampalit and Pele Rivers in Los Baños, the Tanay River, the Morong River, the Cabuyao River, the San Cristobal River, the San Juan River, the Pangil River, the Bay, Calo, and Maitem Rivers in Bay, the Siniloan River, and the Sapang Bahor River, Angono, Manggahan, Calauan, Sta.Maria, Jala-jala, Pililia, Baras, and Pila. The Napindan Channel is the only outlet through the Pasig River that drains lake waters to Manila Bay (Hernandez et al. 2012; Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA) 2015).

Laguna Lake is considered a multi-use resource body of water. It was selected to supply the expanding capital and mega-city of Metro Manila District, Philippines, with its fish and water needs while serving as a sink for urban effluents and floodwater (Sagun 2014). It is the largest lake in the Philippines and one of the significant aquaculture sites in the country, being one of the primary sources of freshwater fish. However, the lake is continuously being threatened by the growing population and harmful practices in its vicinity, posing a risk to the ecosystem of Laguna de Bay. Based on the 2015 Ecosystem Health Report Card of LLDA, Laguna de Bay scored C- on water quality and F in fisheries. This indicates that the lake, although it passed the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) guidelines (2014) in water quality, fared poorly because of its high population, introduction of invasive species, and industrialization of its vicinity and tributaries. The low scores translate into the lake being highly eutrophic, harming the primary source of livelihood (DENR – Environment Management Bureau, 2014). In the same year as the samples were collected (2019), LLDA reported that sampling stations near the sampling sites of this study
failed the Quality Guidelines for Classes A (public water supply), B (recreational water), C (Fishery Water) and D (navigation) in terms of the following parameters: biochemical oxygen demand, dissolved oxygen, ammonia, and fecal coliform (LLDA 2019).

Due to its highly eutrophic situation, Laguna Lake is prone to harmful algal blooms, which generally cause issues in various sectors, especially in the local aquaculture climate (Caballero and Navarro 2021). Although LLDA has both the developmental and regulatory mandate in Laguna Lake, the office cannot assume its developmental mandate to provide environmental management and control, preserve ecological systems, and prevent ecological deterioration due to its limited resources, with some of its policies not yet exercised. Since Laguna Lake has many practical uses, including fish cultivation and source for potable water production, among others (Ana and Espino 2020), the lake's water quality must be maintained as clean as possible and conform to monitoring guidelines, including monitoring harmful algal blooms. Hence, understanding the composition of the microbial communities in this kind of water is beneficial for detecting pathogens and improving our understanding of their ecological niches, tracking changes in the abundance of organisms responsible for adverse effects, such as corrosion or biofouling, and characterizing the assemblages of microbiota responsible for degradation of contaminants and microbial substrates in treatment processes (Garner et al. 2021).

Microalgae have been recognized as significant water quality bioindicators because of their sensitivity to alterations in the chemistry of the water brought on by pollution (Khalil et al. 2021). Palmer (1969) presented a pollution index based on the algae genus and species found in aquatic environments. Numerous studies have utilized this pollution index to analyze the water quality for organic pollution (Khalil et al. 2021; Villaruel and Camacho 2022). Hence, knowledge of the microalgal profile of Laguna Lake will not only help in providing data for the algal genus pollution index but also help design measures to control the growth of specific algal species better to prevent harmful algal blooms and implement more effective general water quality management strategies. However, methods used in the study of microalgae include mostly direct isolation from water samples and culture methods (Tayaban et al. 2018; Goss et al. 2020), which are time-consuming and labor-intensive processes.

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) is applied to explore the diversity of microorganisms for water quality assessment (Vierheilig et al. 2015; Shrestha et al. 2017). Past studies only dealt with the culture and morphology of algae; hence, they do not provide an accurate situation and analysis. The current study is the first to assess the microalgal diversity in samples from tributaries of Laguna Lake by using 18S metagenomic sequencing to determine the water quality. This will help establish baseline data on what species are in the lake and the potential benefit or contribution to adverse effects for better management and development processes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area

Laguna Lake, Philippines, is fed by its 21 significant tributaries and 45,000 km² (17,000 sq mi) of catchment areas. Among these are the Pagscanjan River, which is the source of 35% of the lake's water; the Santa Cruz River with 15%; the Marikina River (through the Manggahan Floodway), the Tunasan River, the Manggante River, the San Pedro River, the Cabuyo River, the San Juan River, the San Cristobal River, the Bay, Dampalit and Pele rivers in Los Baños, Calo and Maiten rivers in Bay, the Molawin, the Pangil River, the Siniloan River, the Tanay River, the Morong River, and the Sapang Baho River (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Location Laguna Lake, Philippines, indicating the sampling sites](image-url)
Figure 1 shows the map of Laguna Lake and its surrounding land area, along with the tributaries that served as sampling sites for this study. Numbers and symbols indicated the locations. The identified sampling sites were the Alabang-Cupang River (Site 1), Bayanan Creek (Site 2), Tunasan River (Site 3), San Isidro River (Site 4), and Biñan River (Site 5), as they connect high population density areas in Metro Manila and Laguna to Laguna Lake. Coordinate of each site as follow: Site 1: N 14°25′33.323″ E 121°13′.741″; Site 2: N 14°24′54.421″ E 121°36′.623″; Site 3: N 14°22′48.871″ E 121°3′29.869″; Site 4: N 14°22′19.196″ E 121°4′18.507″ and Site 5: N 14°21′27.76″ E 121°5′41.834″.

Sample collection and DNA extraction
Water samples were obtained from selected sites (Site 1 to 5) during the dry period (November 2019). At each river site, 2 L of water was collected a few meters from where the river meets the lake, 10 cm below the water surface. Samples were placed in sterile containers and transported in an ice box to the laboratory within 4 hours of collection. For nucleic acid extraction, 300 to 500 mL of water of each sample were filtered on 0.45 μm mixed cellulose membranes (GSWP29325, Merck Millipore, USA) and were subsequently filtered using 0.2 μm nitrocellulose membranes filters before adding DNA/RNA stabilization reagent (Zymo Research, USA) and subsequently stored at -20°C until nucleic acid extraction. Following the manufacturer's protocol, DNA was extracted using ZymoBiomics DNA/RNA Miniprep (Zymo Research, USA). The extracted nucleic acid quality was checked using Quibid™ 4 Fluorometer, based on the recommended protocol of the Quibid™ dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Invitrogen, USA) before being sent to Macrogen Korea for 18srRNA metagenomic sequencing using the MiSeq (Illumina) platform.

NGS analysis for characterization of microalgal community
The extracted DNA’s quality was further validated using Victor 3 Fluorometry, where all samples for further processing should pass the minimum concentration of >0.1 ng/μL. Library construction was performed using the Herculase II Fusion DNA Polymerase (Agilent, USA) – Nextera XT Index Kit V2 (Illumina, USA) following Macrogen Korea’s protocol for library preparation.

The sequence data for 18S NGS were analyzed using the MG-RAST version 4.0.3 software (Meyer et al. 2019). The application is an automated platform to perform a metagenomic analysis pipeline of quality control, annotation, comparative analysis, and archiving service of metagenomic and amplicon sequences using various bioinformatics tools. After upload, low-quality regions of the sequence data were removed by SolexaQA (Cox et al. 2010). A dereplication step was performed using a K-mer approach to remove artificial duplicate reads. The sequences were then screened to remove near-exact matches of the human host using Bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009).

Further screening through rRNA detection was performed to identify and cluster rRNA-similar reads at 99% identity using the cd-hit, and the longest sequence was selected as the cluster representative (Fu et al. 2012). The longest sequence of each cluster was picked as a representative and was used for a BLAST search against the M5rna database integrated with a reduced version of the SILVA database (Quast et al. 2013). A gene-calling step was performed to predict coding regions of the sequences through the FragGeneScan machine-learning approach (Rho et al. 2010). The data were integrated into various data products, such as abundance profiles, which were uploaded into the database for analysis. Taxonomic labels were assigned to each contig and were visualized using a Krona pie chart. The sample has a corresponding Krona pie, indicating the organisms present and their abundance within the sample. To closely look at the more abundant organism in each sample, the contigs were filtered to include only those with at least 301 base pairs in length (corresponding to the expected size of the 18S library amplicon used in library preparation) and with those at least 5X depth of coverage (Ondov et al. 2011). Below is the typical workflow for each NGS approach used in this study (Figure 2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quality control of water samples for the 18S metagenomic sequencing revealed that only sites 1, 2, 4, and 5 passed and were subsequently prepared for library construction. Initially, a more targeted amplicon NGS approach to detect protozoan parasites, Cryptosporidium spp. Tyzzer, 1907, Giardia sp., Blastocystis sp. A.G.Alexieff, Entamoeba spp. and free-living amoebae were done using the primer pairs EUKAF (5′ - GCC GCG GTA ATT CCA GCT C - 3′) and EUKAR (5′ - CYT TCG YYC TTG ATT RA - 3′) (Moreno et al. 2018). However, during library construction, the primers did not work based on the failed results of the library quantity checking with a minimum concentration requirement of 10 ng/μL. This could be explained by the scarce target species or empty oocysts and cysts devoid of DNA, as previously described (Moreno et al. 2018). Hence, the universal 18S rRNA primers NS1 (5′ - GTA GTC ATA TGC TFG TCT C - 3′) and NS8 (5′ - TCC GCA GGT TCA CCT AGA - 3′) available from Macrogen Korea were then used of which only samples from Sites 1 and 5 passed the library quantity checking and were subsequently processed for library construction. These failed samples did not pass the QC criteria of a single run which may be due to the shortage of sample volume or amount during the library construction or possibly, the primers used in the library preparation did not work on the samples even though the primer pair EUKAF-EUKAR used has been reported to amplify a wide variety of eukaryotes, including algae (White et al. 1990; Huo et al. 2017; Jo et al. 2020); however, it is more commonly used for fungal identification (Symonová et al. 2013; Aslam et al. 2017; Banos et al. 2018). In addition, it has been described that studies reporting on the performance of commonly utilized universal 18S rRNA are lacking (Khaw et al. 2020). The study of Khaw et al. (2020) found that
using the ss5 and ss3 primer pair is suitable for microalgae identification and was subsequently used in the study. However, only two samples produced sufficient library metagenome amplicon. Because of budget constraints, sending additional samples to try another set of primers that can amplify all samples from the five sites was impossible. Nevertheless, the data generated for Sites 1 and 5 samples using NS1 and NS8 primer pairs were subjected to analysis.

**Sequence breakdown and distribution of taxa by domain**

The data set of Site 1 (Alabang-Cupang River) contains 112,530 sequences totaling 44,418,975 base pairs with an average length of 395 bps. Zero (0) sequences failed to pass the QC pipeline, with 15,545 (13.81%) unknown and 96,985 (86.19%) predicted features. Distribution of taxa using a contigLCA algorithm shows that 99.90% were eukaryotes and 0.10% were bacteria (Figure 3.A and B). Meanwhile, the data set of Site 5 (Biñan River) contains 139,362 sequences totaling 57,272 base pairs with an average length of 411 bps. One-hundred ten (110) sequences (0.08%) failed to pass the QC pipeline, 10,834 (7.77%) are unknown, and 128,418 (92.15%) are with predicted features. Distribution of taxa using a contigLCA algorithm shows that 127,261 (99.96%) are eukaryotes, and 46 (0.04%) are bacteria (Figure 3.C and 3.D).

**Taxonomic distribution of microbial population**

Further analysis of the sequences revealed the taxonomic hits distribution of the microbial population up to the genus level on Site 1 (Figure 4) and Site 5 (Figure 5).
**Figure 4.** A. Site 1 (Alabang-Cupang River, Philippines) water sample was classified using the MG-RAST software and displayed using the bar chart of MG-RAST. B. The eukaryotic metagenome of Site 1 (Alabang-Cupang River) was imported from MG-RAST and displayed using Krona. Taxonomic nodes are shown as nested sectors arranged from the center on the top level of the hierarchy and progressing outward. The chart is zoomed to place the domain Eukarya at the root. Parameters were set to best hit with an E value of 0.00001, 99% identity, and a length of 301 bp.

**Figure 5.** A. The eukaryotic metagenome of Site 5 (Biñan River, Philippines) was imported from MG-RAST and displayed using Krona. B. Taxonomic nodes are shown as nested sectors arranged from the center at the top level of the hierarchy and progressing outward. The chart is zoomed to place the domain Eukarya at the root (B). Parameters were set to best hit with an E value of 0.00001, 99% identity, and a length of 301 bp.

*Chlorella* M.Beijerinck, reads dominated the microbial population in Site 1, which is 95% of the total population in the water sample (Figure 4). While in Site 5, relevant species found were *Cyclotella scaldensis* Muylaert & Sabbe, *Teclaulax acuta* (Butcher) Hill, *Cryptomonas curvata* Ehrenb., and *Peridiniopsis penardii* (Lemm.) Bourr. (Figure 5). Yaakob et al. (2021) report that various *Chlorella* species respond significantly to elevated levels of nitrogen and phosphorus as an increase in biomass. The study of Khalil et al. (2021) found Chlorophyta genera in various lakes and dams in Pakistan, which have been deemed probable organic pollution based on the Palmer algal genus index. Cryptophytes persist optimally in eutrophic waters, such as Glinki Lake in Poland (Pioniewozik and Lenard 2022). However, they exhibit survival mechanisms in oligotrophic conditions, such as higher cell-specific grazing rates (Saad et al. 2016). The same is observed for diatoms and dinoflagellates, with dominance shifting depending on water nutrient profiles and other factors such as temperature (Spilling et al. 2018;
Xiao et al. 2018). Diatoms have also been observed in mountain lakes of Colombia, where different species were found in different nitrate-phosphorous ratios (Muñoz-López and Rivera-Rondón 2022). Dinoflagellate profiles also differ in several freshwater bodies of Colombia as a result of combined factors of altitude, acidity, temperature, and nutrients, with waters in subtropical regions exhibiting high species richness and biomass associated with low temperatures and high nutrient profiles (Bustamante-Gil et al. 2022).

It is estimated that 60% of the estimated 8.4 million people staying around Laguna Lake discharge their wastes indirectly to the lake through its 21 tributaries, where 40% are from agricultural, 30% are from domestic, and 30% are from industrial sources. This is reflected in the 2009-2017 LLDA data where the sampling sites Tunasan River, San Isidro (San Pedro) River, and Bihan River do not conform to the required Class C water classification and freshwater usage (Department of Transportation 2018).

Because of the increase in the use of water resources and natural processes, surface water degradation has become a worldwide issue. Testing for contaminants in aquatic systems involves biological assays, including a wide range of microalgae species, specifically through cytotoxicity assays. *Chlorella* spp., which belongs to Chlorophyta, is the most abundant genus in some aquatic ecosystems (He et al. 2022; Zhang et al. 2023); *Chlorella* spp. has been identified as a water quality bioindicator due to its abundance in nutrient-enriched aquatic systems (El-Kassas and Gharib 2016; Gökcè 2016; Yan et al. 2020). The use of *Chlorella vulgaris* Beij. has also been documented in toxicity, mutagenicity, and carcinogenicity assays for water reservoirs (Zaplicka-Kotas and Lowdowska 2014; Yan et al. 2020).

The *C. scaldensis* is one of the larger estuarine diatoms under the *Cyclotella meneghiniana* Kützing, 1844 species complex. It differs from the other species, having three satellite pores (instead of two) on the marginal fucoportulae (Muyuela and Sabbe 1996). *Cyclotella* spp. (F.T. Kützing) A.de Brébisson, 1838 is well-represented as one of the pollution-tolerant taxa and, hence, is considered as one of water pollution indicators (Saros et al. 2015; El-Kassas and Gharib 2016) according to the Palmer pollution index (Palmer 1969). Moreover, *Cyclotella* spp. indicates human-induced disturbance of eutrophication (Yang et al. 2020). However, no studies have focused on *Cyclotella*-induced water quality effects, as previous studies have collectively assessed correlations as units of phytoplankton communities (Onyema 2013; El-Kassas and Gharib 2016).

The *T. acuta* and *C. curvata* are cryptomonads commonly found in many aquatic systems, including freshwater, marine, and brackish environments (Kugrens and Clay 2003). Cryptomonads, in general, are also commonly found in deep drinking water reservoir ecosystems (Yan et al. 2020). *Teleaulax* spp. Hill, 1991 has been identified as contributing to red tide events in many countries (Yoo et al. 2017). The *C. curvata* has been associated with high levels of dissolved total phosphorus and dissolved total nitrogen (Xia et al. 2014; Dondajewska et al. 2019).

The dinoflagellates contribute to harmful algal blooms (Carty and Parrow 2015). *Peridiniopsis* spp. is documented to be a causative agent of dinoflagellate blooms in several countries (Satta et al. 2020; You et al. 2015). The *P. penardii* has been recognized as the primary cause of freshwater blooms in Italy (Hansen and Flaim 2007).

The development of molecular biological techniques has benefited society in many ways, including monitoring water quality in natural habitats like lakes, rivers, and seas, mainly where people depend on such surroundings for their livelihood. Moreover, the discovery of detection methods that target nucleic acids has widened our understanding of the microbial world beyond the minority of bacterial taxa cultivable by traditional or older microbiological methods. One of these newly discovered methods is the Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), which revolutionized DNA sequencing by allowing massively parallel sequencing with millions of reactions running in the same experiment (Vierheilig et al. 2015). The rate and efficiency with which vast volumes of nucleic acid sequence data are acquired have significantly increased because of the intensive usage of high throughput NGS technology. This technology has increased the feasibility and routine implementation of several previously difficult applications. Library-independent methods mainly involved identifying a target gene of a bacterial species or a specific DNA sequence found in human or animal species. These methods could better characterize bacterial communities from environmental waters (Keshri et al. 2015; Uno et al. 2018; Nimnoi and Pongsilp 2020; Garner et al. 2021; Wani et al. 2021).

The LLDA reported the occurrence of an algal bloom in Laguna Lake, which depletes the dissolved oxygen in the area, which may cause fish kill. This phenomenon is considered inevitable owing to climate change in the Philippines, the natural characteristics of the lake, and societal-environmental concerns like illegal dumping of waste, illegal fish pens, and illegal settlers that occupied areas near the shoreland (LLDA 2019). The data generated from this study have shown that organisms associated with harmful algal blooms are present in selected sites of Laguna Lake. However, 18S rRNA metagenomic sequencing has given considerable data a more targeted approach for identifying eukaryotic microorganisms such as *Cryptosporidium* spp. and *Giardia lamblia* (Lambli) Kofoid & Christiansen must be used for future waterborne pathogen assessments.

NGS offers many advantages in comparison to other molecular biological methods. One of the apparent advantages of using NGS is that it has a very high sample throughput (König et al. 2015), which makes it convenient for obtaining information from targeted nucleic acids. The NGS, coupled with other approaches focusing on its use in water monitoring, has been unraveling the functions of microbial communities in many freshwater (Fondi and Liò 2015; Franzosa et al. 2015) and marine environments (Bourlat et al. 2013). Compared to Sanger Sequencing, NGS has a higher sensitivity to detect low-frequency variants (Jamaur et al. 2014), which means that it can detect small populations of microbes even in a large
sample. This is beneficial in assessing potential biological risk factors in the form of specific microbial populations and their genes for virulence, antibiotic resistance, or toxin biosynthesis, which can be crucial in microbial water quality management (Tan et al. 2015).

Although this technique can offer previously unattainable insights into the composition and operation of aquatic microbial communities, NGS is not without its difficulties or drawbacks. For example, NGS sequencing costs are decreasing, and the sequencing speed is increasing. However, the microbiological database is still insufficient, so it is difficult to assemble correctly and bin without sequencing data for reference (Zhang et al. 2021).

On a more positive note, NGS-based studies produce more data with the same amount of input DNA (Dudhagar et al. 2015; Stamps et al. 2018), which gives a more detailed result. Studies by Cai et al. (2014), Greay et al. (2019), and Numbarger et al. (2019) using the small subunit ribosomal ribonucleic acid (SSU rRNA) genes, both revealing that, in general, wastewater treatment is capable of removing most microbial populations associated with human-feces. This proves that NGS might be able to assess and monitor the overall human population’s health status in the future (Tan et al. 2015).

Yaakov et al. (2021) report that various Chlorella species respond significantly to elevated levels of nitrogen and phosphorus as an increase in biomass. The study of Khalil et al. (2021) found Chlorophyta genera in various lakes and dams in Pakistan, which have been deemed probable organic pollution based on the Palmer algal genus index. Cryptophytes persist optimally in eutrophic waters, such as Glinki Lake in Poland (Poniewozik and Lenard 2022). However, they exhibit survival mechanisms in oligotrophic conditions, such as higher cell-specific grazing rates (Saad et al. 2016). The same is observed for diatoms and dinoflagellates, with dominance shifting depending on water nutrient profiles and other factors such as temperature (Spilling et al. 2018; Xiao et al. 2018). Diatoms have also been observed in mountain lakes of Colombia, where different species were found in different nitrate-phosphorous ratios (Muñoz-López and Rivera-Rondón 2022). Dinoflagellate profiles also differ in several freshwater bodies of Colombia as a result of combined factors of altitude, acidity, temperature, and nutrients, with waters in subtropical regions exhibiting high species richness and biomass associated with low temperatures and high nutrient profiles (Bustamante-Gil et al. 2022).

In conclusion, the current study presented data that establishes that Next-Generation Sequencing can determine the diversity of microalgae in an environment, giving a more detailed result with the same amount of input DNA. The microbial composition obtained from the sample sites within Laguna Lake may be used as baseline data for further studies and assessment of the lake’s water quality. Additionally, the data gathered will aid policymakers in formulating potential strategies to improve the lake’s water quality, considering its multifunctional nature and significance as a water resource for nearby towns.
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